General Education - Technological Competency

Gathering data for courses that meet the program goal for Technological Competency Curriculum in the General Education Program of Shippensburg University. Program goal: Guide and prompt students to acquire knowledge, skills, and competencies regarding a broad range of computer technologies and software, and use them responsibly.

All Course Learning Objectives are based off the spring 2018 wording.

* Required

1. Email address *

2. Course Assessment Data is For (XXX-###)
   Example: MAT-219 *

3. Estimate of Number of Students in all Sections.
   *

Information Technology
The student is able to apply knowledge of a range of computer technologies to complete projects and tasks (including, but not limited to web/mobile technology).

4. What assessment tools were used to collect the Information Technology results? *

5. Percent of Students that were Unsatisfactory *

6. Percent of Students that were Emerging *

7. Percent of Students that were Developing *

8. Percent of Students that were Proficient *

9. Percent of Students that were at Mastery *
Software and Systems
The student is able to use software and systems to collect, gather and analyze data for projects and tasks.

11. What assessment tools were used to collect the Software and Systems results? *

12. Percent of Students that were Unsatisfactory *

13. Percent of Students that were Emerging *

14. Percent of Students that were Developing *

15. Percent of Students that were Proficient *

16. Percent of Students that were at Mastery *

17. Use of Results for this Learning Objective. *

Appropriate Use
The student is able to apply an awareness of ethics and/or security standards while using information technology.
18. What assessment tools were used to collect the Appropriate Use results? *

19. Percent of Students that were Unsatisfactory *

20. Percent of Students that were Emerging *

21. Percent of Students that were Developing *

22. Percent of Students that were Proficient *

23. Percent of Students that were at Mastery *

24. Use of Results for this Learning Objective. *

Send me a copy of my responses.